Attendees

Ananthan, Beard, Hoover, Marker, Mills (recorder), Triggs, Yu

Agenda

1) Announcements - All
2) 8.1 wrap-up - All
3) 8.2 & beyond - Mills
4) Continuation of Kopp data project discussion - Jantz
5) Jobs & reports - Triggs

Announcements

- IJS fellows meeting Marker attended. Rutgers has thirteen archives at seven libraries at reported by Boyle.
- Special collections stewardship is a priority
- Currently evaluating and creating a holistic review of special collections at Rutgers libraries.
- Need to pay attention to born digital materials are handled and potentially archived

8.1 progress

- Fix for access related to statistic recording in the works - Mills
- dlr/EDIT went smoothly from Triggs perspective. Problems found early on in testing.
- WMS
  - Morgan has issue with assigning third party depositor. Multiple entries in WMS user table for Morgan based on affiliation change by the user in 2011 or so
  - Yu will look at database table to determine if other users may be susceptible to this issue
  - Rhonda will send an account to Yang that had a similar problem last week
  - Bug when a NetID user logs in, deposits and changes department and logins again. A second account is created. What to do with collection that was created in the past; how does it migrate?
  - WMS some controlled vocabularies do not appear; NISOJAV is one
  - Terms are in database but not appearing in some browsers. Firefox and IE the terms do not show.
  - Some values have an apostrophe that might be tripping it up or another special character
  - Taking a dump from production and placing on dev workstation everything works as expected. Will try the production dump on rep-dev to try to solve the problem.
  - WMS messages about too many uploads; file exceeding files; POST content size limit? What should it be?
  - Look on rep-test and examine issue Hoover submitted on 6/16 evening time.
  - Registering CAS with production WMS was a bump on the road for installation

- Statistics object report job and collection job is taking forever - Geng
- Embargo cron - redeliver with correct directory structure - Mills
- Resource display README check path statement is correct - Mills
- User education of new 8.1 features - Add item to software arch about forming this user education email just before the production release of the version. – All
8.2 & beyond

The list of 8.2 features and enhancements is still under review. For now focus on bugs and performance enhancements.

Jobs & Reports

- New thumbnail datastream job on staging can be run in late June or early July
- High resolution image conversion job ready to run on test; waiting for admin approval regarding increased use of disk space. Approximately 22GB.
- RARCH to managed, need to complete this task
- Failed signatures report on the WMS re-ingest, 90 or so objects need re-ingest.